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AUTHOR BLUEPRINT\

Author blue print is easy and effective for
new writers. Simply create an outline and
for each big heading is a different scene or
sequel. Write what happens for each. Then
you can go back break it down into more
details. This helps you write your novel.



Sample:

1.Scene + Sequel

2.Scene + Sequel

3.Scene + Sequel

4.Scene + Sequel

5.Scene + Sequel

6.Scene + Sequel

7.Scene +Sequel

8.Scene + Sequel

9.Scene + Sequel

Scenes – are the
action

Sequels – are the
reaction of the action
previously taken.

OUTLINING



Writer’s
Goals

A writer’s goal is hard to achieve when you think
of writing in big terms. The easiest way to look at
any task, is by breaking it down into smaller
easier chunks. Same applies to writing.

Want to write that novel this year? Are you
struggling to write hundreds of words a day?

Struggle no more!

Using your outline. Write only 200 words a day.
That’s 2 paragraphs a day. This will guarantee
that you will have your novel done in a year.
Plus, if you have a busy life this is great music to
your ears!



HAPPY READING!



Book Review
Forever This Time by Maggie McGinnis is the kind of
forever romance that will leave readers feeling good and
begging for the next installment. I choose this novel
because nothing is forever and my curiosity was exploding.
Maggie has beautifully spun together a story that will lure
readers deep into the romantic plot that gets exciting with
every page.

Forever This Time is indeed just that. Two high school
sweethearts living the old cliché romance that we all see in
movies. However, this one ends up surprising not only the
guy that goes all out and proposes to a woman of his
dreams, who has said yes, but to us readers as well. A girl
who can’t wrap her mind around the love that her and her
boyfriend have. It’s the kind that she’s always dreamed of
and it’s happening. Now, after ten years away from each
other and the pain of rejection, both are going through the
Forever This Time moment again. Ethan wants to shut out
his feelings for Josie but saying is harder than doing. Josie
has come back and she has a lot on her plate. Her father has
a stroke and may or may not recover, then there’s her mom,
and now, the awkward moment of seeing Ethan again.
Does he hate her? He should…

I highly recommend this brilliant cozy romance to all. This
novel by Maggie McGinnis is fresh, bold, and charming. I
loved every moment. Readers will leave the confines of
their homes and travel deep into the shoes of Josie and



Ethan. So much history, passion, pain, and a lot to learn
before fate seals the deal. But will it be a happy Christmas
or a sad one? Readers must grab a copy and read on to find
out! I promise it’s worth reading. Overall, I rate Forever
This Time a five out of five stars.



Book Review
The Christmas Cottage by Samantha Chase is indeed a
romance that will win the hearts of its readers. The story is
about a character who doesn’t seem to believe in love and
then begins to wonder if it does indeed exist or not. Lacey
Quinn is helping her best friend get a cottage ready for the
after wedding. Little did she know that fate was about to
bring her the one man who turned her away at 14. Ean
Callahan turned Lacey away back when he was 18. She
surprised him by kissing him one day during a family
setting. He never told her but that one kiss made him want
more. After coming back home early, Ean is surprised to
find Lacey inside the family cottage. After sneaking up on
her they he finds that his sister has arranged for both him
and Lacey to set up the cottage using a huge binder of
things she wants done. Unrealistic stuff. He and Lacey are
soon snowed in and are stuck spending a night together will
the cottage work its magic and bring them love?

I enjoyed reading this cozy romance by Samantha Chase.
Her characters are so real and the troubles that come are
something to be read by everyone. Readers won’t e able to
stop reading until the last page. Luckily for me, Samantha
Chase has wonderful written and gave her readers an extra
story to read as well. It’s just as beautifully enchanting as
The Christmas Cottage. Family and friends are great but
when they are always worried that you don’t know what’s
best for you it’s hard to test out the waters and find the



courage to just believe what’s there right in front of you.
Check out the next stunning romance below:

Ever After by Samantha Chase is a continuation from The
Christmas Cottage. Ava Callahan gave up her wedding
celebration to her best friend and brother after finding out
that her and her fiancé were not meant to be. Ava feels like
her happily ever after won’t be happening and has come to
terms with it. Until, a very sexy man, like Brian comes to
see her. Brian is her ex-fiancé’s best friend. He tried to tell
Ava that her and his best friend were not meant to be, but
Ava didn’t want to hear it. And with a scorching kiss that
night from Brian, Ava felt her world come alive. But she
was engaged to Brian’s best friend. Shaking the kiss away
and Brian, Ava heads out for disaster. Now, Brian is all she
can think about. And Brian is a patient man. But is he
patient enough to show Ava that she doesn’t need The
Christmas Cottage to find her happily ever after? Or will
Ava push the only man perfect for her away?

Ever After is the perfect ending to this incredible collection
of romance stories by Samantha Chase. I absolutely love
her stories. The characters pop off the pages and lure
readers straight into a winter wonderland full of choices,
hot men who will fight for what they want, and two
stubborn women who learn what love is really like.
Overall, I highly recommend reading these and many more
by this talented writer. Her novels will surely win over any
reader. I rate these romance tales a five out of five stars and
look forward to more brilliant masterpieces.





Book Review
The Stolen Life of a Cheerful Man by Dimitris Politis is a
unique masterpiece that readers all over will enjoy. Readers
will find that this thriller suspense is one that will keep
them turning the pages and staying up all night long to
read. Told in first person, the story is incredible. The
characters are complex and keep readers guessing along the
way. Action, adventure, and suspense that lure readers deep
into the most exciting tales ever told. Death, murder, love
can be found tied together in this brilliant well-written
novel by Dimitris Politis. The first novel I have read by this
writer, and I am already waiting for the next masterpiece to
unfold. I enjoyed reading this and I highly recommend it
all. Overall, I rate it a five out of five stars.





Book Review
Winter’s Wonder by Allie Boniface is indeed a romantic
masterpiece that readers won’t want to miss. Allie Boniface
has beautifully put together a novel that features two
unlikely characters and had fate bring them close together.
Exactly how close they become is still yet to be seen. The
attraction between them grows hotter but uncertainty hangs
within the freezing air between them. Will they unite or
will they fall further apart than where they were to begin
with?

I choose Winter’s Wonder by Allie Boniface because the
lure of opposites coming together excites me. It makes me
wonder if it can be done or not. Or if they try but find
someone else that they wouldn’t have found. Curiosity kills
the cat as they say and Allie Boniface has drawn me in like
a child wanting the sweet candy dangling in front of her.
This story is by far the sweetest and coziest romance
readers will find. Also, this novel is perfect for those who
love animals especially dogs. One woman who takes the
strays back to Pine Point Paws and a hot security guard
who makes her time doing so that much harder. Both are
doing their jobs but will that be the only problem? Women
are after use to be bad boy Zane…but the one he shares a
kiss with and asks out is none other than Becca. The one
woman who isn’t sure what is happening between them or
what will become of it but she goes all in. Three words for
this stunning piece is hot, fresh, and exciting. Readers will



be begging for more by Allie Boniface after they read this.
I definitely fell in love with these realistic characters and
the animals. It’s hard not to fall head over heels with them
all. Overall, I highly recommend this novel to readers
worldwide and rate it a five out of five stars.



Book Review
The Little Bookshop on the Seine by Rebecca Raisin is
indeed the best cozy romance novel readers will find. I am
a lover of books and reading is my favorite thing to do.
When I saw this title, I knew it was meant for me. Little did
I know it would be the most intriguing and exciting heart
tugging romance I’ve ever read. Rebecca Raisin knows
exactly how to lure readers deep into a world full of books,
mystery, and a dazzling couple with other interesting
characters that pop off the pages. I couldn’t put this story
down until I found out all the who’s and what’s as well as
what happened between the main character and her lover. I
highly recommend this deliciously sweet and stunning
piece to readers worldwide.

For readers who want to travel without leaving their homes
or have an itch for adventure, here is the perfect novel for
you! The Little Bookshop on the Seine by Rebecca Raisin is
indeed an adventure waiting at your fingertips. You will be
glued into the heated yet suspenseful read from page one. A
book shop owner is facing sinking numbers in her sales
with the issue of her rent being increased and her love is far
away from her. Their few and in between calls has her
wondering if they will work out or not. Will they make it
work or will all be lost? He’s hot sexy and the most
romantic man a woman can hope to have. However, some
thing’s missing and when given a chance to go to her most
wanted designation, our little bookshop owner jumps right



in. Going to Paris and switching bookstores with a friend
sounds great, until she arrives there and her bags are
missing. Then, she finds money is missing from the
bookshop that she’s helping out with, while her friend has
helped increase her own book shop triple in income. Can
she find who’s stealing, fix it, and find out what’s going on
for her and her love? Or will she be left with a broken heart
and too much to handle in Paris? So much to see and do,
not enough time to love and explore everything that’s going
on. Rebecca Raisin’s novel is a must read. Her romance
novel, has everything book lovers want plus more. Overall,
I loved this novel and the realistic romance that tugs on
one’s heart. I rate this a five out of five stars.





Meet Author

Me: Can you briefly tell us readers what your debut
novel, Steps in Time, is about?

KB: Steps in Time is about the travels Jack and Nigel take
into past eras that one or both of the characters find
intriguing. I wanted to concentrate on their experiences
with people of those times and dealing with the results
of changing events from the past.

I chose times that I was interested in and tried to
present them with the dilemma of whether or not to
alter events in order to help those they met. I also
wanted the stories to not be about the technology
involved but rather the experiences they had.

Me: Who were your hardest characters to create and
which ones were your easiest?

KB: I found all of the characters easy to create. I
wanted Jack and Nigel to compliment and play off
of each other. I wanted the characters they
encountered to be for the most part everyday
people who were either living through
extraordinary times or dealing with the day to day
events of their lives.

In each story Jack and Nigel are presented with
opportunities to inter act with the people they
meet and at times to change the course of history
and then deal with those changes be they good or
bad.

KARL BERTAIN YA AUTHOR



Me: What are three words you would
use to describe your novel?

KB: Hopefully thought provoking.

Me: What are your three tips that you
would give to other science fiction
writers?

KB: Write about things that interest you.
Steps in Time is historical fiction, I
thought it was important to stay true to
events and how they played out. Make
the reader think, make them question
the way your characters act and what
they do.

Me: What are your future plans for
novels, if any, that you can share with us
readers?

KB: There are two more books in the
Steps in Time series, a book centered
around the early space program and one
about my experiences as a high school
Biology teacher for thirty years.

Me: Where can readers connect with
you and find your work online?

KB: Steps in Time Face book page.



Meet Author
Me: Can you briefly tell us readers what your debut novel,
Game On, is about?

GZ: Game On is the story of Susannah "Legs" Carter, an
undercover agent, whose company is investigating Charles
Oakley Palmer III, "Chas", a white collar criminal. What
starts as a routine investigation turns into a wild and wacky
international manhunt where spies, assassins, mobsters and
Susannah's fellow agents all tangle together to hunt an
elusive criminal mastermind. Romance, espionage and
humor all blossom along the way as Susannah and Chas wind
up investigating each other and ultimately saving the day.
But can they sustain a true relationship? Towards the end of
the book one of the other lead investigators, Jackson, sees
the assembled group of hot agents and assassins and
nicknames them all "the Bod Squad."

Me: Who were your hardest characters to create and which
ones were your easiest?

GZ: The Bod Squad is filled with wild, wacky, and sexy
characters, many of whom I wish I could be for a day! The
hardest ones were the really way out ones-- the mobsters,
killers, assassins-- because while I wanted them to be fun, I
also wanted them to be real and not totally cartoony. A lot
of my inspiration was James Bond, and I love all those arch
villains--they were just tough to make real. I think the
easiest were Susannah, Tyra, and AJ as I based them all on
my best friends! So I had a template to work with. Though
Lisa Bee was on the easier side, too, because she also feels
like a best friend.

Me: What are three words you would use to describe your
novel?

GZ: Sexy. Funny. Charming.

GABRA ZACKMAN (ROMANCE)

Me: What are your three tips that you
would give to other writers?

GZ:

1. Figure out your writing mojo ASAP
(this is what I'm still figuring out:).
Where do you write the best? Where
does it flow the easiest? What time of
day? How can you block out the time you
need? Do you have a space in your home
or at a cafe or studio that allows your
work the freedom and discipline it
needs? 2. Read other writers' work
within the genre you're writing in.
Hugely important to know your own
genre. 3. Get used to the fact that this is
an entrepreneur's world. You'll need to
post/tweet/scream/rally about your
books at every available opportunity,
even if you have an agent and a
publisher. Get good with that now, and
know it's a huge part of what it takes to
sell books.



Me: Can you tell us readers about your second debut
novel called, All In?

GZ: ALL IN is a continuation of the story of GAME ON but
this time the romance is focused on Jackson and Lisa
Bee. I wanted a different couple to be the center of the
story while focusing on the overall spy caper as a whole...
that's why this is referred to as a "Romance Spy Caper
Series"- it straddles a few genres. So we continue right
where we left off, and this time wind up in Morocco,
Johannesburg and Italy searching for leads to solve a
crime. With each step The Bod Squad gets deeper and
deeper into a case they'd never bargained for, and
Jackson and Lisa Bee, long time colleagues, are paired up
on a specific part of the mission. I wanted to explore the
idea of the office romance, or the love affair possibility
between best friends, even though the backdrop is so
foreign and outlandish. Me: What are your future plans
for novels, if any, that you can share with us readers?

GZ: Well, there's a third Bod Squad book coming out in
January called DOUBLE DOWN. It's the conclusion of the
series, and I'm just now in the final edits! Very exciting,
but also takes a specific kind of concentration. And I've
just conceived of a new detective series, this time a bit
more in the pocket of the genre... I hope! I don't know--
I don't fit in the boxes too well:)

One of the things I'm proudest of is the audiobooks.
They are truly a multicast- I got to cast all my great
friends and colleagues in the audiobook industry- and
the work is top notch. The audiobooks are so much fun
with all the voices-- they really sound a bit like old
fashioned radio plays! There'll be an audiobook for the
third book to come out with the book release

Me: Where can readers connect with you and find your
work online?

GZ: I have a website: gabrazackman.com. You can also
find me on Twitter @GabraZackman, and on Facebook at
my page: Bod Squad Series. Soon to be on Instagram
too! And I love to connect so please feel free!



Meet Author

Me: Can you briefly tell us readers what your debut novel,
The Journey, is about?

PG: The story is set in a familiar yet different universe
where the Earth is dead and humanity is controlled
mercilessly by the Council. The only free people are the
pirates. One of whom is the young second in command of
the star-craft The Journey. When she discovers a
mysterious young man named Grant who was left for dead
in deep space, it sets her on a collision course with the
Council and its High Councilor.

Me: Who were your hardest characters to create and
which ones were your easiest?

PG: The characters almost created themselves for the
most part. The hardest part was imagining the mindset of
the High Councilor because he does the most horrible
things, but he truly believes that he is doing them for
purely noble reasons. On the other side is Captain Flynn,
the head of the pirate crew, who also has no doubt that
she is completely justified in any action she takes. So I
thought that was an interesting parallel between those
two characters.

Me: What are three words you would use to describe your
novel?

PG: Exciting, entertaining and engaging (The three E's).

PHILLIP GIROUX YA AUTHOR



Me: What are your three tips that
you would give to other science
fiction fantasy writers?

PG: Don't forget to make the
characters relatable, let your
imagination run wild, and stay true
to your heart in anything you
write.

Me: What are your future plans
for novels, if any, that you can
share with us readers?

PG: I am polishing the second
book in The Journey series as I
speak, tentatively titled The
Vanguard. This is a three book
series and after that I may expand
the universe further or move on to
a new project. Right now I'm
focused on these three books.

Me: Where can readers connect
with you and find your work
online?

PG: You can follow me on Twitter
at:
https://twitter.com/A_New_Chapt
er_

And find me on Facebook at:
https://m.facebook.com/TheCoun
cilNovel



Meet Author

Me: Can you briefly tell us readers what your debut
novel, Aria's Light, is about?

EH: “Aria’s Light” is about seventeen years old Lexi
Harper and the journey she takes, quite unwillingly,
to finding out who she really is. The story is set in
modern day with a flare of sci-fi and fantasy, and a
classical love story thrown into the mix.

Me: Who were your hardest characters to create
and which ones were your easiest?

EH: The hardest character for me to create was
Rowan. It was a challenge to portray the hardness
and closed off side of him while still going a little
deeper into his feelings for Aria and the connection
they have. There are definitely 2 sides of the stone
when it comes to Rowan and I wanted to show
them equally.

Lexi was definitely the easiest to create. Her
character is what the story is centered around. I
came up with the idea for this girl who sees herself
as so much less than she is, invisible, timid, homely,
shy, but has so much more to her. Her essence is
beautiful and amazing and strong. Once I pictured
her in my head her character became so real it was
easy to create her on paper.

EMILY HILLIARD YA AUTHOR



Me: What are three words you would
use to describe your novel?

EH: Intriguing, engaging and dynamic.

Me: What are your three tips that you
would give to other YA writers?

EH: 1) Write as much as you can,
whenever you can. Any idea can turn
into a great story.

2) Don’t go into too much detail,
leave something for your readers’
imaginations to fill in.

3) Write a story that you would
want to read, chances are other will
want to read it too.

Me: What are your future plans for
novels, if any, that you can share with
us readers?

EH: “Aria’s Light” is the first in a series
of books. I am getting closer to finishing
book two which will not be the last in
the series. I have also started another
book I hope will be done by the time I
finish this first series.



Meet Author

Me: What inspired you to write your debut
novel, Pretty Dancer?

CG: It's hard to pinpoint just one thing. Books
are my favorite thing to indulge in. I love
reading and getting sucked into all these
wonderful worlds I would never get to
experience otherwise. It wasn't until a few
years ago that I discovered my passion for
writing. I take inspiration from wherever I can
get it, from the books I read, the movies I
watch, life experiences, my own feelings,
dreams, and desires.

Pretty Dancer came to me from my interest in
musicals and other performing arts. Two of
my many favorite movies would be Cry-Baby
and Flash Dance. Whatever someone's
passion, it is an incredible experience to
watch their story unfold.

I love this quote, "If there's a book that you
want to read, but it hasn't been written yet,
then you must write it." - Toni Morrison

It's great advice and I took it.

Goodreads -
https://www.goodreads.com/boo
k/show/24964637-pretty-dancer

Amazon -
http://amzn.com/B00TQMLCJG

Smashwords -
https://www.smashwords.com/b
ooks/view/575673

Book Trailer -
https://youtu.be/M3NpOq3EOog

CORA GRAHAM (ROMANCE)



Me: Would you say has helped shaped
your writing?

CG: I have no other experience other
than just doing it. I would love to one
day take some creative writing classes,
but as of now, what I know is from the
many authors that have come before me.
It has been a learn as you go process for
me. It has been exciting and draining all
at once. I believe if you have a passion
for something you keep at it, you don't
give up.

For me, my favorite authors have
shaped me as a writer so far. Though, I
like to think I have my own style of
writing and way of telling a story. My
hope is that as I continue to write more
books that I'll only get better. The most
common advice to a writer I've heard is
to write something every day. And it's
true. Whether it be two sentences, two
paragraphs or two pages. Write, write,
write. In time, you'll start to learn who
you are as a writer and what works for
you.

You'll shape yourself. Many things can
influence a story idea or writing style,
but I feel the more a person writes and
the more they pour themselves into their
writing, the more unique their style will
become. At least, that's how it is for me. I
try to write every day and I can see a
difference, a growth in my writing from
when I first started on this journey.

Me: Can you tell us readers briefly what
your novel, Pretty Dancer, is about?

CG: Pretty Dancer is about a girl struggling
to overcome her past and the demons she
carries with her. This girl has endured
pain, hurt, and loss from a very young age.
Her past has shaped her into the person
she is today. Talented dancer, quick
mouthed, tough girl who's also good at
hiding the fact that she's also scared and
lonely. Sarcasm and her "I don't give a
shit" attitude her only shields against the
world and people around her.

Her overprotective twin brother and best
friend are the only ones she lets see her
true self. Her only dream is to get
accepted into The Elite Academy of Dance
and spend the rest of her life dancing on a
stage, away from all that haunts her. She's
more than willing to tuck all those dark
and nasty things away, and go on
pretending. Never hoping for anything
more. Never allowing herself to feel.

That is, until a certain guy walks into her
life like he was always meant to be there
and refuses to go away. He turns her
world upside down and confuses her to no
end. He makes her wonder if there really is
something more worth fighting her
demons for. But then a secret comes to
light that has her questioning if her
shattered heart could have been saved all
its hurt so many years ago.

Pretty Dancer is a story of a girl who fights
to overcome her past and dances her way
into the future she wants.



Hunters Become Prey
Raining as usual. Fridays were the start of the hunt. No, we
weren’t hunting deer or other wildlife. We were hunting
down dark creatures who killed at night. These killers have
fangs. Trained in combat fighting, I had to learn at an early
age to decapitate a vampire. Too bad I couldn’t ace my
math like I did with my hunts. All was about to
change…and my gut told me it was going to be bad. But
did I listen. Hell no!

“Cornella, I don’t care what your gut says, that hunt is still
happening this Friday night as planned.” My father stated
firmly.

“But…what if something bad does happen? Then what?”

“Cornella Petunia Winchester, you heard your father. The
hunt resumes. No buts.” My mother glared at me as if that
will shut off my gut feeling.

“Okay, fine. But I did warn you…”

Leaving them in the kitchen, I went to my room. Petunia. I
hated that middle name. Why me?

Crash.

Thump.

Crash.

Screams.

Screams that came from my parents.

I ran into the kitchen and saw two strong vamps kill both
my father and my mom. NO!



I took the cross bow by the kitchen door. I shot it at one
vamp who turned to dust. Spinning quickly on my heel, I
aim at the other one…just about to pull the arrow at my
target when all went black.

“Sire, she’s going to be okay. Just a little unconscious.”

Sire? Who the hell calls someone sire. That sounds like a
historical novel. Not modern day language.

“Thank you, Serge. You may leave us now.” A deep male
voice said. It sent shivers down my spine.

Serge left. But I was left with whoever this sire guy was.
What was I going to do? How? When? Where was I? All I
remembered was two vampires attacking my parents…and
then nothing. My head ached. Okay, so someone hit me. If
these are vampires than I why weren’t they killing me
know?

“I know you’re awake…I also know that you will have tons
of questions.” That same deep dark male voice spoke.

Who was he? Only one way to find out, my inner voice
shouted. Opening my eyes, a bright light at first made me
feel disoriented but then my sight came to.

“Easy.” There’s that voice again.

“Where am I? Who or should I say what are you?”

“I am Ned. I am a vampire. The ones whom you have made
your prey. Unfortunately, there are many vampires in my
world who have decided to fight those who attack us. Not
all of us are bad. Yet, your kind doesn’t care. You don’t ask
questions. You just kill us one by one.”



Okay, when he puts it that way, he makes it like we are bad
guys.

“What are we supposed to do? Ask oh, are you bad or good
vampire? Wait until they rip our throats out and then
attack? Or just let humans who know nothing become the
prey of unsuspected monsters at night? I don’t think so.
You think we are bad then control the bad vampire and
maybe none of this wouldn’t have happened!” I nearly
screamed at the man before me.

He stood there. Not moving and looked me back in the
eyes. “I see.”

Then walking past me, heads out. What? Where’s he
going? Why am I still alive?

“Where are you going?” I asked following right behind
him.

“I am going to bed. Unless, you want to join me?” Grinning
at me the smug jerk thinks, I would want to go to bed with
a blood sucking monster. Hell no!

Seeing my frustrated glare, he walks down the hall into
another room and says goodnight.

Vampires!

I could either run away now, or go back to the room I was
in. With my head hurting and not knowing who or what
else was around, I decided to stay. I was in no immediate
danger. Yet, being the key word.

Heading back down, on the bed I was lying on before. I
couldn’t help to think about all vampires going after
humans…I already thought it was that way…but now, I see
we were so wrong about the monsters that lurked at night.



My parents are dead, and my life was in the hands of one
very smug vampire. Tomorrow, I would figure things out. I
was too exhausted to think.

Hunters Become Prey (Part 2 Coming Soon!)



Death Do We Part
Grave sites were a common place of gathering. The dead
living those loved ones behind. Mack couldn’t believe how
fast he lost his wife. The just gave their vows only two
weeks ago. Two glorious weeks with each other and
then…hell came tumbling into their peaceful world. His
wife called him from work sounding worried, but said
everything was fine. Then later he receives the one phone
call no spouse just wedded wants to hear.

“Your wife has been murdered. Do you know anyone who
would want to do this?” The younger cop asked.

“Hey, you been asked a question...” The partner told him.

“What? No. She was wonderful. Had many friends and we
just were married not that long ago how? How did she
die?”

The cops looked at one another. They could see the man
was lost in his thoughts and sorrow. His wife’s body laid
out on the kitchen…she looked just like she did when he
left her, except there was fear in her eyes. Someone
frightened her. Someone killed her. But who? Why now?
Was this someone targeting him? He should have rushed
home right away….

“Okay, is there somewhere you can stay for a few days
until we process this house a little further and evaluate the
crime scene?”

“I…yeah. I guess, I could stay at the local bed and
breakfast.”



“Here’s my direct line you can reach me in-case you know
anything else that might help us.”

“Thanks…I will grab some clothes and stuff into a bag and
leave you to it.”

“Okay, John go with him.”

“Yes, sir.”

Going into the master room, Mack felt queasy. His love is
now dead. His life uprooted. He had so many questions and
anger was building up…

Opening a drawer, he began putting the basics and some
clothes into a bag, when gun shots went off.

The cop with him told him to stay.

“Hey Rick?” The cop called to his partner.

“We need back up now. Partner down. Repeat partner
down. Looking for perpetrator.”

Looking at his teammate he checked the man’s pulse, when
a shot when through his chest and flying into the wall.

Mack heard another shot go off. He tried calling the police,
but the phone lines were dead. There standing in front of
him was his ex.

“Sally?”

“Hey Mack. What do you say you and I take a little trip?”

“Did you kill the cops? And my wife?”

Sally was anger. He still loved a dead woman. Well, now,
she’s got to fix that. Aiming the gun at Mack, she aims for
his right shoulder blade. The force of the shot sends him



tumbling backwards and blood gushing out. Then stepping
over him, she whispered, “you should have said yes to me.”

Placing the murder weapon in his hand she leaves him
bleeding…then dials 911.

“Hi, I heard gun shots go off and I’m scared…”

Then slams the phone in an empty trash can waiting for the
cops to arrive.

When they come, they take Mack away cuffed but on a
gurney. He’s now going to be framed for a murder of his
wife and two officers.

His sentence will either be death or locked up for life. No
one will believe in his innocence. A plan gone perfect….

Mack will wake only to remember everything and he won’t
stop until she’s caught….and if that means he dies in the
process so be it.

Death Do We Part (Part 2 Coming Soon!)



Writing Prompts
Game Time!

She loved coaching the kids…until one of them pulled out
a gun… and shot her. Could she get over the accident and
get back in or let the memory consume her?

He was injured during the winning game, his fiancé let him,
and his pride is too wounded to find happiness with anyone
else.

Two sports people, injured and battling their inner
emotions. But fate bring them together and show them how
to find peace, happiness, and safety again?

Loving The Sinner

She was nothing but a whore…her mother was one and her
mother before that. They wasn’t any good inside them...or
was there?

Bad boy comes walking in the saloon only to see a woman
being mistreated in way she’s not happy and neither is he.
Walking over there he takes out the man easily with one
hit, but now both of them are on the run from a gang that
wants them dead. With the saloon owner dead, the gang
chases after them driving them into the wilderness and only
each other for comfort. Will they find a way to survive?



Charlotte’s Luck

A young girl stumbles upon a magical well. Will having
everything she wants come true be the life she’s always
wanted or will she learn that what one has is much better
than having all the riches of one’s heart?

Life’s Full of Wonders

A little boy sets out to find beautiful wonders of the world.
What does he see and where? Will his journey be hard or
easy? And what does he learn from his wonder search?

He Loves Me Not

A teenage girl goes through life overthinking ever thing.
She has a crush on her best friend but every time she tries
to prove that he loves her too, it back fires. She ends up
feeling worse than worse and ends up hiding everywhere
rather than face her friend. She assumes that because he
doesn’t act one way that he’s not interested in her. Yet
that’s not the case. However, when she hides from him, he
feels that maybe she doesn’t love him like he does for her.
If she can’t face her fears, she may just lose him to another
girl.



Book Events
Best YA Book Awards –
Ends December 10th. All novels and novellas are
welcomed. Send a PDF copy to:
urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com

We will then send you a confirmation email and an
invoice for the $10 entry fee. All judging will
happen after December 10th and winners will be
emailed. There will be three winners awarded with
a gold, silver or bronze medal for the Best YA
Fiction. The winners like every other entrant will
receive a critique, and a rating on their work from
the judge.

The three winners will also be placed into the
Overall Fiction Award Contest.

Best Mystery Book Awards –

Ends December 10th. All novels and novellas are
welcomed. Send a PDF copy to:

urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com

We will then send you a confirmation email and
an invoice for the $10 entry fee. All judging will



happen after December 10th and winners will be
emailed. There will be three winners awarded with
a gold, silver or bronze medal for the Best Mystery
Award. The winners like every other entrant will
receive a critique, and a rating on their work from
the judge.

The three winners will also be placed into the
Overall Fiction Award Contest.

Best Thriller Book Awards –
Ends December 10th. All novels and novellas are
welcomed. Send a PDF copy to:
urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com

We will then send you a confirmation email and an
invoice for the $10 entry fee. All judging will
happen after December 10th and winners will be
emailed. There will be three winners awarded with
a gold, silver or bronze medal for the Best Thriller
Award. The winners like every other entrant will
receive a critique, and a rating on their work from
the judge.

The three winners will also be placed into the
Overall Fiction Award Contest.



Best Romance Awards –
Ends December 10th. All novels and novellas are
welcomed. Send a PDF copy to:
urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com

We will then send you a confirmation email and an
invoice for the $10 entry fee. All judging will
happen after December 10th and winners will be
emailed. There will be three winners awarded with
a gold, silver or bronze medal for the Best
Romance Fiction. The winners like every other
entrant will receive a critique, and a rating on their
work from the judge.

The three winners will also be placed into the
Overall Fiction Award Contest.

Best Overall Fiction Awards –
This category is for all of the three top winners of
the YA, Mystery, Thriller, and Romance Book
Awards Contests. Each of the winners will have
the chance to also win an award of having the best
overall fiction novel or novella. Winner in this
category will be finalized by the five judges and
emailed with Gold Medal for the Best Overall
Fiction. This winner will also receive a free review



posted on Amazon and Goodreads from all 5
judges!

Bibliobules –
A new place on Facebook, where authors
can share and promote their books! Check it
out! New.



Meet the Owner!

Danielle Urban is twenty-six years old and the
owner of Urban Literary Agency. She started off
with Universal Creativity and soon expanded into
what is now Urban Literary Agency. A place for
writers, publishers, bloggers and readers alike.

She is working on her Bachelor’s degree online in
General Studies with an emphasis in
Communications. Her love of helping others,
reading and writing have led her to working as a
senior publisher, an article writer, and as a junior
editor for a global news company.

She has worked with 6 publishing companies
online as an editing intern. Currently she is still a
junior editor, a top rated book reviewer with major
firms, and a freelancer. She continues to spend her
time writing, reading, and helping authors achieve
their dreams. One can find her four novels, 3
books, and many earlier issues of her literary
magazine on Amazon.



About Us

We are a new company that believes in all of our
authors. Success shouldn’t be hindered by costs,
and we work with our clients to meet their needs
and tailor to meet their budgets. If a client can’t
afford our fees we work with them in providing the
services to help them be successful rather than let
their dreams die.

Books and writing our two of our passions. We
love helping others while doing what we love best.
Our clients have used us repeatedly and even
bragged about us to others. We guarantee that you
will love our services.

Started out as a blog reviewing hundreds of books
for various places, writing and sharing stories, and
creating writing prompts for writers. Then after our
audience grew we thought why not promote
authors and help readers find the best of the best?
So, we started this literary magazine and have had
many clients since then.

Our company has worked with both big and small
publishers as well as bestselling and new emerging
authors. We love variety and we don’t leave any
authors behind.



Our Services:

Editing Novels – $99.00 USD
Editing Novellas - $49.00 USD
Editing Flash Fiction – $0.049 per
word (USD).
Increasing Book Sales Online -
$200.00 USD
Manuscript Evaluation - $100.00
USD
Author Interviews – FREE
Regular Book Reviews – FREE
Express Book Reviews - $5.00
USD
Book Advertising - $5.00 (USD)
per book



Synopsis Overview: $25.00 USD
Book Award Contests - $20.00
USD
Blog Critiques - $5.00 USD
Blog Reviews - $5.00 USD
Blog Awards - $5.00 USD
Proofreading Novels - $49.00 USD
Proofreading Novellas - $25.00
USD
Book Cover Designs - $5.00 USD



Find & Connect with Us!
We want to hear from all of you
readers, bloggers, and writers alike!
We wouldn’t be where we are
without all of you. Thank you from
the bottom of our hearts! We hope
you will share your short stories,
poems, book releases and all with
us to feature. Promoting,
entertaining, and helping one writer
at a time is our goal.
Facebook:
Twitter: @Danielle_Urban2
Google:
urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com
Website:
http://universalcreatitivyinc14.word
press.com





Best Places for Authors
Goodreads – Finds reviewers, host giveaways,
learn about your craft, and connect with both
readers and other writers alike. (FREE)

Facebook – Excellent place to have an author
page. Easily connect with readers worldwide. Gain
likes, shares, and comments for your page. Great
free place for publicity. Host author events.
(FREE)

Twitter – Hashtags make it simple & easy for
readers, followers, likes, and retweets to happen.
Easy promotion for writers. Host freebie days!
(FREE) Also, look into Twitter’s tweetdeck!

WordPress – Connect with book lovers, writers,
and bloggers who would love to help promote your
book. Gain, followers, likes, comments, and build
up your audience worldwide. (FREE)

Weebly – Great new free site, that allows writers
to post their new work, gain feedback on work,
gain likes, followers, and comments. (FREE)

Bibliobules – Great new site for authors and
bloggers alike. Promote, share, and have fun! Find
them on Facebook! (FREE)



Spring Writing Fest Activities
Flash Fiction Class – Write a variety of flash
fiction, get feedback from a literary agent, and
build up your strenght as a writer. At the end of the
class, you will submit one of your flash fiction
pieces in for the Best Flash Fiction Award. There
will be a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winner. Winners
will also have their work featured in our literary
magazine. $50.00 (Jan. 11th -30th)

Short Story Class – Write a variety of short
stories, get feedback from a literary agent, and
build up your strength as a writer. At the end of the
class, you will submit one of your short stories in
for the Best Short Fiction Award. There will be a
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winner. Winners will also
have their work featured in our literary magazine.
$50.00 (Feb. 9th – 28th)

Poetry Class – Write a variety of poems, get
feedback from a poet, and build up your strength
as a writer. At the end of the class, you will submit
one of your poems in for the Best Poetry Award.
There will be a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winner.
Winners will also have their work featured in our
literary magazine. $50.00 (Mar. 11th -30th)

Best Book Cover Awards – We will be hosting a
spring contest for the best original book cover



awards. Covers must be original, and must be
submitted to us as a pdf copy. Three winners will
be announced and will be feautred in our literary
magazine as well as receiving a gold, silver or
bronze medal. Entry fee is $10.00. (Apr. 11th –
30th)

Design the Next Cover of Urban Lit Magazine -
We will be hosting a contest for anyone who
would like to create the next magazine cover for
our magazine. The winner will have their cover
featured on our next issue as well as have their
interview featured inside. Winner will also receive
a medal from us. Cover designs must be original
art work and be submitted to us as PDF’s. Entry
fee is $5.00. (Apr. 11th -30th)

Children’s Book Class – Write a variety of
children’s stories, get feedback from an editor, and
build up your strength as a writer. At the end of the
class, you will submit one of your children’s
stories in for the Best Children’s Fiction Award.
There will be a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winner.
Winners will also have their work featured in our
literary magazine. $50.00 (May 11th – 30th)



To sign up email us at:
urbanliteraryagency@gmail.com & place which
class or classes or contest(s) you want to sign up
for in the subject line. We will then send you a
confirmation email with further details and send
you an invoice.

All class work will be done via online. One-on-one
instruction with either a literary agent, poet, or
editor. Assignments will be sent out each Monday.
Completion of work, for each assignment is to be
completed each weekend. Feedback and comments
will be sent daily as needed. During the last week
of classes, students will submit one of their works
to be submitted in for an award and publication.
The winning students will be emailed and sent
their medals as well as a free copy of their work
published in our literary magazine.



Counting Sheep to Go to Sleep by Meagan Kreycik

Check out her first illustrated children’s eBook on Amazon! It is cheap &
great for young readers. It is a silly story with bright illustrations to
appeal to all ages under 10, or to any fellow adult children’s literature
fanatic like herself! Please, don’t hesitate to share with friends and
family! Counting Sheep to Go to Sleep

The Changes in Life, love, Faith

Anything to do with real life, no fiction. Inspirational blog.

https://daniellerene1288.wordpress.com/




